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TRAM FLAP RECONSTRUCTION: 
POST OP REHABILITATION PROTOCOL

I. POST OP WEEKS #1, #2, AND #3:

A. POSITIONING TO IMPROVE COMFORT AND PREVENT SWELLING

1. Lying on your back: use one pillow under your head. Support the involved 
arm with two to three pillows. Let the arm relax into the pillows. Allow 

the elbow to bend slightly. Let your shoulder relax down onto the 
bed.

2. Sitting:You will be more comfortable if you place two or three pillows on 
your lap to support your arms. Try to keep your shoulders level and 
relaxed.

B. EXERCISES:

During the first 2 weeks after your surgery, you are restricted to minimal 
movement of the involved arm at the shoulder. Motion at the wrist and 

elbow is encouraged.  You  are  encouraged  to  perform  the  following 
exercises to increase circulation  and  prevent  swelling  in  the  arm  Do  the 
exercises 3 times per day.  

C. USE OF ARM: 

You are not allowed to lift anything for the first 2 weeks after surgery. You are 
encouraged to use the involved arm for simple daily activities, such as 

feeding  yourself, daily hygiene, assistance in dressing, supporting a book, 
and writing.

D. POSTURE:

Immediately after surgery, you may have to walk slightly “hunched over,” as your 
abdomen may be sore. Allow soreness to diminish during the first 2-3 weeks after 
surgery.

DO try to  keep your  shoulders  level.  Try to  relax  your  shoulders  and avoid  
“hunching” your involved shoulder forward or up. Although you may have 
difficulty  in  standing  erect,  you  can  concentrate  on  achieving  normal 

shoulder posture. Assess your posture standing in front of a mirror.
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II. POST OP WEEKS #4, #5, #6, #7:

A. EXERCISES:

You will start the following exercises the fourth week after your surgery. Do these 
exercises 3 times per day for the next 4 weeks. 

The muscles will tend to tighten between exercise sessions, but they will 
gradually gain flexibility if you are consistent in your exercise program.

B. USE OF ARM: 

Lifting is limited to up to 5 lbs. during this time. You may use your arm normally 
in daily activities, within this restriction. As you begin new activities, do 

so gradually.

C. POSTURE:

During the next four weeks you will be working to achieve a normal erect 
posture. Your abdominal muscles will be skin tight, as will the abdominal 

scar. You may begin gentle mobilization of the abdominal scar. 

1. Keep shoulders level. Evaluate your posture in front of a mirror.

2. Avoid holding the affected shoulder forward and/or elevated.

3. Avoid holding your head tilted to one side or in a forward posture. 

4. Strive to restore the normal curve in your low back. If you have been  
walking in a slightly bent over position, this curve is decreased. As 

you assume  an  erect  position,  you  will  restore  the  normal  curve 
(lordosis) in your low back. This is important as it will prevent stress on 
the muscles and ligaments of the low back.



5. Sit on firm furniture with your feet reaching the floor. For added comfort, 
you may put a small pillow or rolled up towel behind your back. 

This will help to restore the normal curve in your back.   
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III POST OP WEEKS #8, #9, #10, #11

A. EXERCISES:

You are now eight weeks post operative. You should have normal range of 
motion in your involved shoulder at this point. If there are any problems, 

discuss  them with  Dr.  Sood.  You may need  to  be  assessed  for 
further stretching activities. 

During the next month,  your exercises will  focus on restoring normal  
trunk mobility.  You will  still  have some tightness  in  your  chest 

muscles,  low back muscles, and abdominal muscles. The following 
exercises are  recommended  for  the  next  4  weeks.  Please  do  these 
exercises 3 times per day.

B. USE OF ARM:

You may use the arm for normal activity now. It is recommended that you 
limit lifting with the affected arm to about 15 lbs. on a consistent 

basis. Remember,  you  can  use  both  arms when it  is  necessary to  lift 
heavier items.

Your arm is certainly strong enough to lift heavier items, but the 15 lb  
guideline is recommended to prevent lymphedema.

C. POSTURE:

Your  posture  should  be  erect  and  comfortable  by the  time  you  have  
completed theses exercises. If you have discomfort in your back as 

you resume normal activities, discuss this with Dr. Sood. This can be 
evaluated and treated if necessary.

D. GENERAL GUIDELINE:



Observe the following general recommendations for comfort.  


